Recognising Lean Transformation in the Public Sector
- Leadership, Process, Technology & People -

- Welcome Plenary Session -

**Value & Purpose** - “Delivering long-term value to the people we serve”
- Amr Abdel-Azim – Michigan University (LIPS Chairman)
- Victor Roig – BIMETRIC Lab (Barcelona) - The Journey after LIPS 2015
- Minister Pat Breen – Trade, Employment, Business & EU Digital Market

**Leadership Session** – “In a Time of Crisis.”
- Prof. Glenn Ballard – University of Berkeley
- Sean McCarthy – Cluain Limited
- Pekka Petajanami – Finland AA

**10.10am – 1.00pm**

**Stream A: Starting the Journey**
Facilitator: Alan Mossman – Secretary – Lean in Public Sector
- Panelist 1: Margaret Attridge – Asset Operations Manager - Irish Water
- Panelist 2: Bernie Barber – Gp Head of CI - Ervia
- Panelist 3: Ruairí Ó hAilín - Enterprise Ireland – The Irish Story

**Stream B: Making Government More Human**
Facilitator: Paul Ebbs – Local Chair
- Renee Smith - Governor’s Office Washington State, USA
- John Maxwell – Head of CI – NTMA

**1.00 pm Lunch & Networking**

**Stream C: Public Procurement & Lean Contracts**
Facilitator: Shervin Hagsheno - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
- Case 1: Aidan McGovern – Engineer – Office of Public Works
- Case 2: Dr. Tariq Abdelhamid – Michigan State University
- Case 3: Angelyn Rowan – Partner – Philip Lee Solicitors

**Stream D: A3 Training**
Facilitator: Victor Roig – BIMETRIC Lab (Barcelona)
- Captain Brad Browne – Grand Rapids Fire Department
- Amr Abdel-Azim – Michigan State University

**2.00pm – 4.00pm**

**Stream E: Healthcare Panel**
Facilitator: Brian Clare – Local Chair
- Case 1: Orla Gogarty – Dir. of Digital Health – St. Patricks Mental Hosp
- Case 2: Dr. William Huen – Associate Professor - UCSF
- Case 3: Dr. Kevin Anr – London Head & Neck Clinic

**Stream F: Practitioner Application**
Facilitator: Darrin Taylor – Waterford Institute of Technology
- Panelist 2: David Murray – CI Manager – An Post
- Panelist 3: Joe Lane – COO – Bord Na Mona

**Stream G: Transport & Infrastructure**
Facilitator: Alan Mossman – Secretary – Lean in Public Sector
- Case 1: Pekka Petajanami – Finland AA
- Case 2: Jude Carey – Head of Asset Management – Irish Rail
- Case 3: Siobhain Danaher – CI – Manager- DAA

**Stream H: Lean Leadership Workshop**
Facilitator: Stuart Nelson
- Practical Examples & Simulations
- Round Table Panel Discussions

**4.00pm – Action Planning & Wrap Up**
Brian Clare & Paul Ebbs – LIPS 2019 Local Chairs